Oxford Reference Online Premium Collection (180+ online dictionaries and specialized encyclopedias)
Gale Virtual Reference Library (47+ online dictionaries and specialized encyclopedias)

- To access these reference materials go the WSU Libraries homepage (http://libraries.wsu.edu/), click on the “Find Journal Articles” tab, click “Databases A to Z,” type “oxford reference” or “gale virtual” – one can search across all books in the collection

EVENTS and ERAS
The scientific revolution : an encyclopedia, Q127.E8 B87 2001
Encyclopedia of the scientific revolution : from Copernicus to Newton, Q125.E5 2000
Historical dictionary of the Enlightenment, B1925.E5 C45 2005
Encyclopedia of the Enlightenment, B802.W48 2004
Political philosophy : theories, thinkers, concepts, JA71.P6226 2001
Historical dictionary of the Renaissance, CB361.N35 2004
The Oxford dictionary of the Renaissance, CB361.C27 2003
Encyclopedia of the Renaissance, CB361.E52 1999
The A to Z of the French Revolution, DC147.H36 2007
The encyclopedia of the French revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars : a political, social, and military, DC220.E53 2006
Napoleon and the transformation of Europe, DC202.5.G74 2003
Encyclopedia of the Great Depression, E806.E63 2004
Great events from history II. Business and commerce series, HC55.G68 1994
Great events from history. The Renaissance & early modern era, 1454-1600, D228.G73 2005
The book of exploration, G80.H69 2009
Encyclopedia of exploration, G80.W33 2004
Historical atlas of exploration, 1492-1600, G95.K66 2000

PLACES - Sources Focusing on Countries, Areas of the World
Latin America
Encyclopedia of Latin American history and culture, F1406.E53 2008
The Cambridge economic history of Latin America, HC125.C29 2006
Historical dictionary of Mexico, F1204.B74 2008
Encyclopedia of modern Mexico, F1234.D364 2002

Western Europe
The regions of Germany : a reference guide to history and culture, DD290.25.B87 2005
Italy : a reference guide from the Renaissance to the present, DG461.S27 2004
The Rough Guide history of Italy, DG467.K43 2003
The regions of Italy : a reference guide to history and culture, DG417.D65 2002
Historical dictionary of France from the 1815 restoration to the Second Empire, DC256.H57 1987
Strangers in the land : the rise and decline of the British Indian Empire, DS463.C28 2002
Historical dictionary of the Spanish Empire, 1402-1975, DP56 .H57 1992

Asia
The Columbia guide to Asian American history, E184.O6 C64 2001
Japan encyclopedia, DS821 .F73 2002
Modern Japan : an encyclopedia of history, culture, and nationalism, DS805 .M63 1998
Berkshire encyclopedia of China : modern and historic views of the world's newest and oldest global, DS735.A2 B47 2009
Encyclopedia of contemporary Chinese culture, DS779.23.E53 2005
China : a historical and cultural dictionary, DS733 C58253 1998
Encyclopedia of India, DS405.E556 2006
Historical dictionary of India, DS405.M27 1996

Africa

Eastern Europe/Russia
Eastern Europe : an introduction to the people, lands, and culture, DJK9 .E25 2005
The Longman companion to Central and Eastern Europe since 1919, DJK38 .W43 2002
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